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RAMP MONITORING
CONTINUES

Pelican Lakes Association will continue
its program of volunteer monitors at the
three public landings and at Breezy
Point Resort. These volunteers augment
what the paid interns do.

We currently have a group of 10
volunteers who spend one or two hours
a week at one of the landings. Our task
is to remind boaters entering and
leaving Pelican Lake as to what they
need to do to avoid transporting
invasive species.
We are there as educators,
not inspectors!!!
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If you are interested in helping in this
effort please contact:
David Slipy at 218-831-3027
OR
e-mail dslipy@hotmail.com
OR
Tom McGrann at 281-382-7358

LETTER FROM
THE PRESIDENT

This summer, the Minnesota State legislature passed a bill that
will provide Aquatic Invasive Species funding to each county.
Crow Wing County will receive $202,000 in 2014 and
$450,000 in following years. PLA is working with area lake
associations and Crow Wing County to better understand and
influence how the funds will be spent to best protect Pelican
Lakes from future infestations.

Little Pelican has no known invasive species. Pelican Lake has
two known invasive species.

Curly leaf pondweed is in Breezy Bay and Stewart’s Bay.
Breezy Bay is treated with Aquathol® in the spring to keep the
10 acres of infested area under control. Stewart’s Bay is treated
with hand harvesting because of smaller areas of low
concentration of the plant.

The zebra mussels in the lake continue to defy the typical trend.
To date, only isolated cases of the mussel have been found and
there does not seem to be a breeding population in the lake.
This is very unusual. The University of Minnesota Invasive
Species Laboratory plans to study Pelican Lake to understand
why the mussel is not multiplying here like it is on Gull Lake.

This summer, PLA received no landing inspection hours from
the Department of Natural Resources. Pelican Township was
able to receive $2500 from the Department of Natural
Resources toward hiring their own inspector. PLA matched the
funds for the township and is also working with Breezy Point
Resort to fund an inspector at the resort marina.

Please have your drinking water tested for safety (see article
“Is Your Well Water Safe to Drink?). Several wells in the area
have tested positive for high levels of arsenic. AW Research
will be available at the Pelican Lakes Conservation Club
(PLCC) pancake breakfasts on July 12 and August 9. You can
also reach them at their lab at the Brainerd Airport.
Thank you for your dues and donations. It allows PLA to treat
invasive species and provide much needed education to prevent
additional infestations. The funds also enable continued water
quality monitoring and projects to improve water quality such
as last year’s storm water projects at the south access and Jones
Bay.
Have a safe and healthy summer,
Art Weaver
President

LOON
AWARE!
BE

•
A mother loon is located on the channel between
Stewart’s Bay and the main lake. When the high water
washed her first nest away, she decided to try again.
Please be very careful navigating through the channel
and try not to disturb her with any wake. The nest is
•
very close to being flooded again.

By Jodi Eberhardt

Give the loons a wide distance to care for their young.
Young chicks cannot dive or swim fast. They ride on
the back of the adult to stay warm and dry. A parent
loon will take the chick into open water to stay away
from predators on the shoreline–which unfortunately
puts them directly in the path of watercraft.
Report harassment. Harassment of wildlife is against
the law. If you see an issue, videotape the event and
capture the vessel’s registration number and report it
Other tips for helping our loons:
to the local DNR office in Brainerd or contact the
Turn in Poachers hotline.
• View loons from a distance. If you approach a loon
and it starts to call or is “dancing” straight up out of • Get the lead out. Loons pick up pebbles from the lake
bottom to help them grind or digest their food. If they
the water, you are too close.
pick up a lead sinker, jig head, or shotgun shot from
• Keep personal watercraft and motorboats away from
the lake bottom, the loon will be poisoned and likely
the shoreline and nesting areas. The mother will leave
die. Please replace tackle and ammunition with
the nest if a boat is too close leaving the eggs
alternative metals.
unprotected and losing heat.
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10 TIPS

FOR LAKE-FRIENDLY LAWN CARE
By Carolyn Dindorf, Fortin Consulting

Summer maintenance practices can be harmful to our
waters. You can make some positive changes to protect
our lakes, streams and groundwater by basing your lawn
care practices on the plants needs and following the
recommendations to maintain a healthy lawn. The work
you do can really have an impact on our waters. You are
in a very important position to make a positive change.

The practices discussed are from the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) Turfgrass®
Maintenance with Reduced Environmental Impacts
certification course. A manual and a Best Practices
Matrix can be downloaded from the MPCA web site at
www.pca.state.mn.us/turfgrass
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Best Management Practices Matrix recommendations.
Find the Matrix here:
www.pca.state.mn.us/turfgrass
Buy a fertilizer with the highest amount of slow release
nitrogen you can find.
If you use the recommendations on the bag you will
likely over-apply fertilizer. You can usually get by with
one application in the fall, around Labor Day. If the
lawn is starting to thin and you can see soil, you
probably need to fertilize. Thin lawns with exposed soils
will contribute more pollutants to our waters than
properly maintained dense lawns. Do not apply a late
fall application. U of MN studies have shown that the
plants cannot take up most of the nitrogen and it will be
lost in surface runoff or leached into the groundwater.
Leaving clippings on the lawn is equivalent to about 1
fertilizer application. It’s an easy way to provide
nutrients for your lawn.

1. Reduce your expectations: To go from an average
or medium quality lawn to high quality, requires a large
increase in fertilizer and cost. Lower expectations and
proper lawn care practices will minimize environmental
6. Clean up spills and debris: Spills and debris on hard
impacts.
surfaces directly make their way to our lakes and
2. Keep the lawnmower away from the lake or streams. Clean them up. When using fertilizers, fill the
stream: Maintain a buffer of native vegetation along the spreader over a hard surface where spills can be cleaned
majority of the shoreline. Maintaining lawn all the way up. Any grass clippings, leaves or other debris left in the
to the lake provides the potential for grass clippings and street will be carried into surface water in the next rain.
fertilizer/pesticides reaching the lake. It also leaves the They add nutrients to the water, causing algal blooms
shoreline more prone to erosion. Lawn grass roots are and when they break down they use up oxygen.
short compared to native species and can’t hold the soil
7. Minimize pesticide/herbicide use: Pesticides can
in place with the impact of waves against the shore.
be harmful to humans, pets, aquatic life, native plants,
3. Base lawn care on site conditions and plant needs: fish, wildlife and pollinators. The best defense against
Grass grows best in sunny areas. For shady spots, use weeds is a healthy thick lawn. Be willing to accept some
alternatives such as shade tolerant native plants or weeds. Consider alternatives to pesticides such as hand
mulch. The majority of our lawn grasses, such as pulling or natural products, for example corn gluten
Kentucky bluegrass and fescues are cool season grasses. meal for crabgrass control. The right time for fertilizer
In the spring, the roots and shoots grow. In summer, the is not necessarily the right time for pre-emergent
grass naturally goes dormant and the roots die back. It’s herbicide use or other herbicides, but they are often
okay to leave it dormant. In the fall, the shoot growth combined. Weeds do not usually cover the whole lawn
area. You are wasting herbicide and delivering more of
increases and roots grow deeper.
it to the environment where it can cause harm. Products
4. Mow high: The longer you leave the grass the less also often contain insecticides–don’t use them unless
fertilizer that is needed to keep it healthy. Mow 3” tall or they are really needed. Use of weed and feed products
leads to overuse of pesticides. Spot treat or pull weed
taller.
rather than treat the whole lawn. Usually you only have
5. Give your lawn what it needs: Your goal should be a weed problem by the curb or driveway or in small
a healthy lawn. To keep your lawn healthy and thick, areas, not the whole lawn.
you will likely need to fertilize it periodically, depending
on your expectations. Use a soil test to help you
determine the right fertilizer. Without a soil test, use the

10 TIPS

FOR LAKE-FRIENDLY LAWN CARE
By Carolyn Dindorf, Fortin Consulting

8. Aerate: Core aeration should be done every year or
two in the fall. Leave the cores in place. Aeration opens
up spaces for oxygen and water to enter the soil. It helps
reduce compaction, improve infiltration and reduce
runoff of water and pesticides.

9. Conserve water: Our lawns only need about 1” per
week. Lawns naturally go dormant in the summer and
can be left that way unless there is prolonged drought.
Grass only needs 1/2” water every other week to keep
crowns alive. It will revive in the fall with cooler
temperatures and rainfall.

Fortin Consulting is a small environmental consulting
firm located in the Twin Cities. Our mission is to
provide project design and coordination which will unite
citizens, environmental organizations and industry in the
common goal of improving our rivers, lakes and
wetlands. We do this through projects such as
workshops and presentations, restoration and invasive
species control, site consulting, monitoring and writing.
Phone:
763-478-3606
Website:
www.fortinconsulting.com

10. Hire a certified contractor: Go to the MPCA web
site for a list of certified contractors. They have been
through a 6-hour class on turf grass maintenance with
reduced environmental impacts. Ask your existing
contractor if they are MPCA certified in turf grass
maintenance practices. If they are not, direct them to this
site where they can find a list of classes to attend.

It is our belief that through hard work, honesty, integrity
and a commitment to this community that we can make a difference.
We are proud to live, work and play in this community.
We truly do “Whatever it Takes” to make our home a better place.
It is our desire to be your printer. Please contact us.
We look forward to working with you.

1223 Oak Street, Brainerd, MN 56401
Phone: 218-829-7790 • Fax: 218-829-0977
www.lakesprinting.com
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BIRDS OF

SUMMER

The
birds
of
summer
are not as
active at the
feeders or even
visible as much as
the birds in other
seasons. The evidence
that we enjoy is their summer
songs and calls or a brief flyover. For many birds that have traveled
to our region to nest and raise their young, this
is the prime-nesting season. The early migrants like our
waterfowl (geese, swans and ducks) now have
broods. The bluebirds are most likely onto their second
nest with eggs already, while still taking care of the
fledged young from their first nest (a very busy family!)
Loons are also nesting, but higher than normal water
levels are often an issue since their nests are very
susceptible to washing out. Please be aware of nesting
loons and keep a safe distance when young loons are
present while you are out on the water this summer.

One of the questions that people often ask is how to deal
with geese and keeping them off our lakeshore and
lawns. The problem is the large mess (droppings) they
create while grazing or loafing on the shoreline. A
natural barrier that is 10 feet wide along the shoreline
does a good job of keeping them away from your lawn.
Geese don’t like to travel or navigate through tall
grasses and vegetation for fear of predators. Simply
don’t mow to the edge of the shoreline or use any
chemicals or fertilizers and the native vegetation will
quickly establish itself as that natural buffer. The other
benefits include improved water quality, aquatic
environment and erosion control. This “no cut and cost”
approach by letting it grow naturally can provide you
with amazing results. Some shorelines require some
help from the DNR or other partnerships that can offer
shoreline restorations to obtain your goals. A
professional restoration project will often include native
grasses and flowering forbs for a more aesthetic look.
Encourage others to follow your shoreline stewardship
by displaying your certified wildlife habitat sign from
the National Wildlife Federation.
5

Another question people ask is why all the birds visiting
my bird feeder just disappeared? This is normal during
the summer months as it’s the nesting season and the
natural food supplies are more abundant. If you have
less activity at the bird feeders it’s ok to use less birdseed
and just fill half of the feeder. Providing different seeds
or mixes during the summer can help you bring back
more birds to your backyard. A favorite that I use for my
customers is a patio blend. It is waste and weed-free
leaving your yard green and free of any shells. A
hummingbird feeder that is out in full sun should be
emptied and washed every 3-4 days. Feeders in the
shade can be maintained less often (once a week). They
should always be emptied and cleaned regardless of
whether the sugar-water is gone or not. Oriole feeders
with orange halves and jelly also need to be cleaned and
washed out on a more frequent basis. You can use less
jelly after the feeder has been cleaned. If bees and ants
are becoming an issue, you can simply hang a bee/wasp
catcher near your hanging oriole/hummingbird feeder. A
plastic ant-trap filled with water works great for keeping
ants from getting into the hummingbird feeders and is
often asked for when purchasing a feeder. I don’t
encourage using any raw suet or beef fat from a butcher
or grocery store during the summer months as you could
be attracting more than just birds (for example, bears). If
By Judd Brink – Owner & Guide, MN Backyard Birds

5 day old baby bluebirds in nest

BIRDS OF SUMMER
you want to continue with providing suet, I would
switch to the suet cakes and try the no-melt cakes that
come in several flavors. If your feeders are knocked
down or empty the next day, try to get in the habit of
taking them down in the evening and putting them in
the garage or a metal can until the bird seed bandits
leave the area. The raccoons at my home have forced
me to do this each and every night for the past month,
but it’s better than losing all the bird food. Fresh foods
during this time of the year will keep the birds near the
feeders and encourage them to bring their young to dine
with them. Happy Birding!

By Judd Brink – Owner & Guide, MN Backyard Birds

The fall article will feature some of the native plantings
that are bird friendly by MN Backyard Birds.

MN Backyard Birds was recently featured on MN
Bound with outdoor TV host Ron Schara. To see the
show please visit mnbackyardbirds.com. Attract and
enjoy more colorful songbirds in your backyard with
Birdscaping. MN Backyard Birds offers the most active
and attractive bird feeders, contact us today for your free
backyard consultation. Judd Brink’s phone (218) 8384784 or email jb@mnbackyardbirds.com.

APPRECIATION FOR WELL-TESTING

Our well water had not been tested in several years.
Following the article in the PLA spring newsletter we
submitted a sample to AW Research. The company
offered a reduced testing rate for Pelican Lakes residents
for nitrates, arsenic and bacteria. The results indicated a
high level of arsenic far exceeding the EPA
guidelines. Because of these results we were informed
By Glen and Jane Gustafson, East shore, Pelican Lake

that the water was unfit for human consumption. We
immediately contacted a local water conditioning
company that installed a Reverse Osmosis Drinking
Water System to correct the problem. We are pleased
with the safety and taste generated by the new system as
well as grateful for the recommendation to have the
water testing done!

www.tracydonovan.edinarealty.com

Tracy Donovan

REALTOR®

Cell: (612) 202-7068

tracydonovan@edinarealty.com
www.tracydonovan.edinarealty.com

Crosslake Office

35860 County Road 66
P.O. Box 564
Crosslake, MN 56442
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CAMP
LORA
REVISITED

By Dr. James D. Henderson

By 1930, Lloyd Nelson, a 3-year old boy and his
widowed 28-year old father Harry were living at the
resort with Sam Johnson and Elizabeth Elg. Lloyd, a
grandnephew of Sam Johnson, became his ward and in
1949 following Sam Johnson’s death, took over the
ownership of Camp Lora.

Camp Lora main house today. Although the former home of Sam
Johnson and later Lloyd and Carol Nelson has been extensively
remodeled, the stone retaining wall remains the same as it was 85 years
ago. The small building to the left of the wall is the pump house. Photo
with permission of current owner Mrs. Clarice Blaeser.

In March 1922, about the time Captain “Billy” Fawcett
was opening his famous Breezy Point Resort, Samuel
Johnson purchased 62 acres of land (Government Lots
1 & 2, Sec 16, Twp 136, R 28) along the north shore of
the bay to the north of the resort from John LaPage.
LaPage, a year earlier, had sold another parcel of land
across the bay to Captain Billy. At that time the bay was
known as “Mud Bay”, not a very attractive name, but
that would change later.

Johnson, born 28 May 1876, emigrated from Amals,
Sweden in 1903 and settled in Minneapolis where he
was employed by several dairy companies, served as the
secretary of the Modern Milk Company and in 1922 was
a founding partner of the Northland Milk & Ice Cream
Company. In 1913 his niece, Elizabeth Elg also a
Swedish native, came to live with him in Minneapolis
where she worked as a cover seamstress in a knitting
factory. Sometime after 1922 the pair made their way to
Pelican Lake and established Camp Lora on their
recently acquired property. Speculation is that the camp
was named after a woman friend Sam had left back in
Sweden, but that could never be confirmed.
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The camp consisted of the main house and seven cabins,
the last one occupied by Elizabeth Elg. While all of the
buildings still remain at the site, most have been
remodeled as either seasonal cabins or year around
homes.

Camp Lora c. 1930. Two model A Ford cars are parked in the driveway.
Just to the left of the cars is the hand pump for the camp’s well. The
large boulder to the right of the stone retaining wall was later moved
around to the back of the house. The building to the left is Cabin No.2
that later would be remodeled and enlarged for Dr. George L. Jones and
his family. Photo courtesy of RenHolland.com.

Over the decades, the main house that served as the
camp headquarters has been remodeled and enlarged,
however the original stone rockwork terrace next to the
garage and the prominent curved retaining wall in front
of the house on the lakeside remain.

Of course, fishing was one of the main attractions that
drew vacationers to Pelican Lake. Sam Johnson reported
catching a 21-pound northern pike in August 1933.
A 1928 map of Pelican Lake shows the location of Camp Publication of the catch in the Brainerd Dispatch
Lora on the bay north of Breezy Point and lists Sam certainly would have helped advertise the great fishing
Johnson as the proprietor. In May of that year Johnson on the lake.
deeded the camp to Elizabeth Elg.
Memories abound with the families that made the
Sam often traveled back and forth to his former summer trek to Camp Lora. Through the courtesy of Dr.
homeland during the 1920s and 30s. Some of the trips Art Weaver, I was able to connect with four of the seven
apparently were necessary to attend to the disposal of children of George L. Jones, a physician from
Indianapolis. His sons Jack, Bill and Jim each shared
property he owned in Sweden.

CAMP
LORA
REVISITED

By Dr. James D. Henderson

memories of
their summer
childhood days
spent at Camp
Lora
and
playing with
the
Weaver
kids
on
Lincoln Point.

Jack
Jones
recalled when
Aerial view of the former site of Camp Lora on
Nelson Bay. The Johnson-Nelson home can be seen he was big
in the upper right. The seven buildings to the left of enough
to
the home were the camp cabins. Photo courtesy of
carry
a
bucket
Google Maps.
of water he
pumped by hand from the well between the family’s
cabin and the main house. As he got older and bigger he
remembered when he could finally haul two pails of
water back to the cabin. Today the well is enclosed in
small pump house and although no longer used, it once
provided water to the entire camp.

During the 1940s and 1950s the Jones family spent
summers at Camp Lora. In 1953, Dr. Jones made a
special arrangement with Lloyd Nelson, who by then
was running the resort. He offered to pay Lloyd to
remodel and enlarge Cabin No. 2 for the Jones family
to better accommodate his growing family and in return
the family could have the cabin rent-free. When the
Joneses weren’t at the resort Lloyd could rent it to other
vacationers (an early version of what would later be
called a time-share plan). According to the Jones
brothers, Lloyd could do almost any kind of
construction. From building cabins, making camp
repairs and fixing boat motors he was a jack-of-all
trades. When Lloyd and his boyhood friend Floyd
Nickel joined the Navy in March 1945, Jack Jones
remembers helping out with chores at the resort that
summer and the next until Lloyd returned from the Navy
in October 1946.

[

With the sale of Breezy Point Resort in 1962, Camp
Lora was soon sold to the new owners who had the
property platted in 1963 as part of the Ninth Addition to
Breezy Points Estate. By 1967 Mud Bay had been
renamed Nelson Bay–a fitting memorial to Lloyd
Nelson who spent most of his life along the shore at
Camp Lora. Lloyd died in December 1977. He was only
50 years old.

Dr. Henderson is the author of LOST IN THE WOODS–THE
LEGACY OF CCC CAMP PELICAN, a book about the history of
a Civilian Conservation Corps camp located on the shore of Pelican
Lake during the 1930s. The writer is collecting information and old
photos of resorts and lake views around Pelican Lake for future
articles in the PLA newsletter. If you have photos that could be used
in an article please email Jim Henderson at james7122@gmail.com.

[

TOP LEFT - Recently remodeled
Cabin No. 2 at Camp Lora built by
Lloyd Nelson, c. 1954.

TOP RIGHT – Dr. George L. Jones
in front of Cabin No. 2 with a
stringer of fish.

APOLOGIES

BOTTOM LEFT – View of four
cabins at Camp Lora. A 1950 Ford
Sedan is parked next to one of the
cabins, c. 1954.

Above 3 photos courtesy of Dr. Jack Jones.

In the spring newsletter, credit for “Velvet Beach Resort” history article was omitted.
Thank you to Jim Henderson for writing the article and sharing
his knowledge of area history in each issue.
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THINK
ZERO

Source:
MN Department
of Natural Resources

Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) can be easily carried
from one lake to another if aquatic plants and water are
left on a boat or trailer. By taking a few simple
precautions anglers can minimize the risk of spreading
aquatic invasive species such as zebra mussels, Eurasian
watermilfoil and spiny waterfleas.

To avoid a citation, anglers must take these steps
required by law before leaving any water access or
shore:

• Clean aquatic plants and animals off boats, trailers and
water-related equipment. It is illegal to transport them
whether dead or alive.
• Drain water-related equipment (boat, ballast tanks,
portable bait container, motor) and drain bilge,
livewell, and baitwell by removing drain plugs.
• Keep drain plugs out and water draining devices open
while transporting watercraft.
• Dispose of unwanted bait in the trash.
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Some aquatic invasive species are small and difficult to
see at the access. To remove or kill them before moving
to another body of water, especially after leaving zebra
mussel and spiny waterflea infested waters, the DNR
recommends that anglers either: Spray with highpressure water; rinse with very hot water (120° for 2
minutes or 140° for 10 seconds); and dry boat and
equipment for at least five days.

WATER CONDITIONING
AND WATER SOFTENER OPTIONS

The chloride concentrations in Pelican Lake have
increased in recent years and scientists often cite
elevated chloride levels as one indicator of pollution in
a lake. Road salts used for de-icing represent the major
source of the elevated chloride levels in many lakes;
however, chlorides can also enter a watershed from
water softener discharge, chlorine from hot tub
discharge, and sewage. Water treatment facilities and
septic systems do not remove chlorides and they enter
the leach fields and groundwater. Once chlorides are in
a lake, there are no biological processes that remove
them and elevated levels can be harmful to a variety of
aquatic organisms. Unfortunately, Eurasian Milfoil
(identified in many Minnesota Lakes, but not in Pelican)
is an invasive and rapidly growing plant that is more
tolerant of high chloride levels than native plants.

[

There are several things we can do to keep the chloride
levels from increasing:

By Art Weaver

using appliances, which can be very costly. The primary
purpose of a water softener is to counteract the above
negative effects of hard water; in addition, soft water
enhances the cleaning ability of soaps and detergents
and helps to reduce water spots and soap scum. Options
for treating water include:

[

(A) Electromagnetic/electronic water softeners get
generally poor reviews and are usually not
recommended.
(B) Salt-based water softeners use ion exchange to
remove calcium and magnesium from the water and this
is the only way to actually soften the water. They are
very effective in treating hard water; however, the water
from these systems is usually not recommended for
drinking or watering plants, gardens, and lawns due to
the sodium content and a portion of the sodium,
potassium and chloride eventually reaches the
groundwater.
(C) Salt-free water conditioners use no sodium or
potassium but use a catalytic filter to reduce scaling
caused by calcium carbonate. These systems do not
provide the full benefits of a salt-based softener;
however, the essential minerals remain in the water and
the units are environmentally friendly.

(1) If you must use a de-icer, use it sparingly and dilute
it with sand.
(2) Consider permeable pavement for paved surfaces to
avoid run-off.
(3) If using a salt-based water softener consider
upgrading to a model with an on-demand setting and
connect it so only water inside the house (except the Remember water softeners do not remove impurities;
kitchen tap) is softened.
you may need a reverse osmosis system to remove such
if found in testing your well water. Do your homework,
Although hard water can be beneficial to humans, research the options, consider the environment, and
plants, and animals it causes a buildup of calcium and obtain a water analysis before purchasing any type of
magnesium in plumbing, hot water heaters, and water- water softener.

WHERE TO RECYCLE

• Prescription Drugs: Breezy Point Police Department

• Florescent Light Bulbs: Many home improvement
stores–ACE, HomeDepot

• All Batteries: Any Batteries Plus store including
Brainerd location

• Hazardous Waste & Lead Tackle: Crow Wing County
Landfill Hazardous Waste site

• TVs, computers and other electronics: Best Buy in
Brainerd

• General Recycling: Nisswa Sanitation has removed all
containers from area. Cities and the county are looking
at other options. Crosslake continues to have recycling
containers. Ideal township offers recycling for an
annual payment of $8.
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DR. CAROL J. AUSTIN

Cosmetic dentistry...and more. Your smile becomes a
work of art when Dr. Carol Austin combines the
technologies of general and cosmetic dentistry with her
talents as an artist.
• First dentist in Minnesota to be accredited by the
American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry
• Founding president of the North Central Chapter of
the AACD
• Presenter of seminars and author of two books for
dentists
• Life long summer resident of Pelican Lake
Call 952-544-5900 to schedule a
complimentary consultation appointment.
7415 Wayzata Blvd. #201
St. Louis park, MN 55426
Office phone: 952-544-5900
Cell phone: 612-868-1161
www.drcarolaustin.com
drcarolalustin@gmail .com
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IS YOUR WELL WATER

SAFE TO DRINK

Private wells should be tested every 2 or 3 years for
safety. Some wells in the areas around Pelican Lake
have dangerous levels of naturally-occurring arsenic.
Long-term exposure to arsenic may lead to chronic
disease. Bacteria in your well can make you sick.
Nitrates are harmful to infants and indicate well
contamination.

Tests must be prepaid. You will receive a sterile bottle
and instructions on how to take a proper sample. Bring
the sample back to the breakfast or drop it off at their
lab at the Brainerd Municipal Airport.

AW Research will mail your results back and provide
advice on any action that you may need to take if your
AW Research is offering a reduced rate in partnership well water is not safe.
with Pelican Lakes Association and Pelican Lakes
Conservation Club. They will test your well water for
$48 for nitrates, arsenic, and bacteria.

Their staff will be available at Pelican Lakes
Conservation Club breakfast in Breezy Point on July 12
and August 9 from 8 to 11:30 am.

12
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MEMBERSHIP
UPDATE

[

By San Countryman, Membership Chairman

Our membership has been growing over the last few
years. This year our total membership stands at 440
members, which is only 22 members less than last year’s
total of 462. PLA thanks you for your continued support.
Please encourage your neighbors to also join and help us
to preserve our wonderful Pelican Lakes.

Please remember PLA when considering a memorial for
your loved ones. Rose Lawson recently gave a donation
in memory of her husband, Tom Lawson. The Lawsons
were members of PLA for many years.

[

We continue to look for replacements for the
membership and database positions. Please consider
helping PLA in one of these capacities. We would be
very happy to help you during the transition period. If
you would like to contact us to explore these
possibilities, please call us at 414-405-0607.

TURN YOUR YARD INTO A WILDLIFE HABITAT
The National Wildlife Foundation offers tips on how to garden for wildlife.

http://www.nwf.org/certify

Jeff Birks Owner

15941 Birchwood Lane
Brainerd, MN 56401

(218) 820-5544

www.BrainerdLakesWindowCleaning.com
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
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HELP WANTED

Urgent Need: Membership and Database
Manager Volunteers
Time: 4 to 20 hours per month,
depending on season
Membership responsibilities: Send
membership invoices, receive and track
membership applications and dues, send thank
you letters, write update for newsletter.
Database Responsibilities: Update access
database of member listings, prepare list for
mailing of newsletters, review postal address
updates, research returned mail, work with
beach captains to update listing of members.
Qualifications: Strong organization and
computer skills, attention to detail. Need not
reside in the area full time.
If interested: Contact San Countryman
for more details
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Looking for Beach Captains
Time: A few hours each summer
Responsibilities: Be a conduit or link between
the PLA Board of Directors and Lakes area
residents and your neighbors. Spend a few
hours each summer season calling on your
immediate neighbors, updating their contact
information and discussing Lake issues that are
of current concern
Qualifications: have an interest in protecting
and enhancing our Lake environment for
future generations.
If interested: Contact PLA Board members
Max Martz or Tom McGrann

CHECK OUT OUR LARGE SELECTION OF

NEW & USED BOATS ONLINE AT
16
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PELICAN LAKES CONSERVATION CLUB
PANCAKE BREAKFAST DATES:
August 9 • September 13 • October 11

[

PELICAN LAKES
ASSOCIATION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Art Weaver – President
(218) 562-4196 • weaver2aj@tds.net

Jodi Eberhardt
Vice President Communications
(612) 298-2935 • jodi.eberhardt@gmail.com
Ed Nordgaard – Land Use
(203) 762-2972 • engaard@hotmail.com

Joe Ayers – Secretary/Lakeshore Restore
(218) 562-4792 • Joe.ayers@tccaction.com

Max Martz – Beach Captains
(402) 239-8787 • maxbigred12@yahoo.com

Tom McGrann
Beach Captains/Invasive Species
(281) 382-7358 • tmcgrann@sbcglobal.net

[ [
MISSION
STATEMENT:

Pelican Lakes Association (PLA) is a
dynamic organization committed to
preserving the quality of life and the
environmental health of the Pelican Lakes
through the promotion of environmental
stewardship and educational programs.

Craig Norman – Treasurer
(612) 578-6751 • craigdnorman@gmail.com

David Slipy – Landing Monitors
(218) 562-5393 • dslipy@hotmail.com

Rick Nolan – Land Use
(218) 546-6166 • nolan@crosbyironton.net

Tracy Donovan – Land Use
(218) 562-4085 • TracyDonovan@TDS.Net

Bob Vaughn
Water Quality/Invasive Species
(218) 562-4067 • rjvaughn2818@charter.net

[[

Bob Hamilton – Water Quality/Land Use
(218) 820-1642 • bobhamilton@edinarealty.com

Matt Stephens – Land Use
(218) 820-4045 • matt@larsongrouprealestate.com
Membership and Database:
San and Karen Countryman
(414) 405-0607 • Countrymanks2@aol.com
Webmaster:
Glen Young
(218) 765-3999 • youngsmn@brainerd.net

COVER PHOTOS NEEDED
We are looking for some great photos of
Pelican Lake to be on the cover of upcoming
newsletters. Send high-resolution photos
suitable for full-page color printing to
Jodi.eberhardt@gmail.com.
The photo for this issue was provided by
Jonathan Watkins.
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BECOME A MEMBER
Pelican Lakes
ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468

JOIN TODAY!
Membership runs from January 1st to December 31st.
Please complete the attached form and return it to
PLA with your dues.
New Property owners, 1 year FREE membership.

Annual Membership: $25
Loon Membership: $50
Eagle Membership: $100
Pelican Membership: $200

Make Checks Payable to:
PLA
P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468

Name
Spouse
Permanent Address
City

State

Zip Code

State

Zip Code

Phone
Lake Address
City
Phone
E-mail
Big Pelican
Little Pelican
Membership dues and donations are tax deductible under IRS code 501c(3)

ENEWSLETTER:
If you would like to receive the newsletter via e-mail, please
subscribe using the following link:
http://www.pelicanlakesassociation.org/mailing/mail.cgi/list/newsle
tter/ or click on “newsletters” from the main page of the Pelican
Lakes Association website www.pelicanlakesassociation.org and
follow the instructions.

7-1-2014

FORWARDING AND ADDRESS CHANGES:
The US Post Office will only forward temporary
address changes for six months and permanent address
changes for one year. Therefore, to continue receiving
PLA mailings, remember to keep PLA informed of
your current address.

